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We show you how to count cards at your local casino without getting caught.
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Article Body:
It is not a secret for anyone that casinos do not like blackjack counters and frequently ask t

Do Casinos Object?
Most casinos have strict policies that ban any player from counting cards when playing blackja
How Do You Know Whether A Casino Minds?
You do not. But you had better act as if they all do and thus save yourself the embarressment

How to Count Without Getting Detected?
Always keep in mind that since card counting is something that one does silently, the only met
1) Do not stare at the cards of other players. Glance once, count, and then move on.
2) Do not stare at the cards that have been discarded. Look quickly and then slowly move away
3) Change your pattern of betting occassionaly.
4) Change the amount of betting money each round.
5) Even though you know it, loose a round or two. Do not bet big on those rounds. But likewise
6) Buy chips of different colours and then mix them around while playing to confuse the dealer
7) Talk to the other players while playing, but this is especially difficult so practice this
8) Pick your seat carefully: either the first chair or the third one so that you won’t have to
9) Dress casually because smart and elegant clothes cause the dealers to think you are intelli
10) Order an alcoholic drink and pretend to sip it because they are looking for those non-drin
The common denominator of all these is that you must never forget that the casino si watching
Supposing that the Casino Catches On, What Should you Do?
Stay calm if the casino catches you counting cards and abide by their wishes quietely. Do not
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